
 

The only way to survive the third film in this franchise is by rushing home to find out what happens in Chapter 3. Insidious
Chapter 3 is out, and it's just as terrifying as you might expect. It's also called Insidious: The Last Key in English, which begs the
question of whether there will be another sequel. One thing that these posters could have improved on was not highlighting so
much of their English release title, but the movie itself is still worth checking out for fans of this franchise. The film sees the
return of the Lambert family, who are once again going through a series of horrifying events. The upside is that this time around
they're accompanied by a new addition to the team in Josh (Devon Gilchrist) and his sister Renai (Julia Goldani Telles). The
Lambert family always seem to find themselves in the midst of these supernatural events. In Insidious Chapter 3, they find
themselves in a house where things are looking much worse than usual.

  For me, Insidious Chapter 3 didn't live up to the first two films. I felt that it seemed a little rushed and dealt with characters
who weren't seen enough to have an impact on their movies. The story itself was a bit too familiar and didn't really add anything
new to the series. That being said, it's still a movie that I enjoyed watching. There were definitely some creepy moments and I'm
glad to have watched it if only because I'm a fan of the franchise.

According to John DeSentis, president of the domestic division for Sony Pictures Entertainment, “Insidious: The Last Key” is
expected to debut between $20 million and $25 million over the weekend at 3,056 locations in North America. According to
"Deadline", Insidious: The Last Key is projected to open with $10 million on Friday, including $1.45 million from Thursday
night previews.

The film opened in first place and grossed $20 million in its opening weekend (a five-day total of $19.7 million), finishing
second at the box office behind ""s second weekend gross of $21.9 million. On Rotten Tomatoes the film has an approval rating
of 51% based on 73 reviews, with an average rating of 5/10. The site's consensus reads, "Despite its exciting premise, Insidious
Chapter 3 never lives up to its predecessor in terms of scares or story." On Metacritic it has an average score of 51 out of 100
based on 19 reviews, indicating "mixed or average reviews". Audiences polled by CinemaScore gave the film an average grade
of "A–" on an A+ to F scale. was released in October 2, 2017. was released in January 5and is directed by Mike Flanagan. The
two main stars are Leigh Whannell (who also wrote the script) and Cary Elwes (who appears in flashbacks).
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